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Historically, science teacher education (regardless of grade level) has been the

primary focus of our organization. And, our organization’s journal, the Journal of

Science Teacher Education, necessarily maintains this narrow, but critical, focus in

the pages of each published issue. It would be nice to conclude that there is a single

best way to educate our future science teachers. However, we all know this will

appropriately and fortunately never be the case. The profession of teaching is simply

too complex and it is continually impacted by numerous contextual and political

issues. If one views the history of how we have collectively viewed effective

teaching (and its close association with empirical research on teaching), it is easy to

see why there is so much variety in how one educates future teachers.

The history of the knowledge base for effective teaching can be conveniently

divided into six general phases of empirical research extending back to the 1920s.

The first phase assumed effectiveness to be a consequence of personality traits or

characteristics of the teacher, the second phase focused on teaching methods, the

third related teacher behaviors to student learning, the fourth focused on the

mastering of a repertoire of competencies, and the fifth focused on teachers’ abilities

to use competencies appropriately (i.e., professional decision-making). The sixth

phase, which arguably characterizes the current wisdom, has focused on the

importance of the interaction of a set of knowledge domains that result in clearly

delineated subject-specific instructional knowledge and skills.
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Presage Variables

The earliest research on effective teaching set out to describe the characteristics that

differentiated more effective teachers from less effective teachers. The currently

common techniques for the measurement of mental abilities, personality traits,

attitudes, and similar factors were unavailable in the early 1900s so researchers

simply asked students to describe effective teachers they had known. The results

were various lists of traits attributed to teachers regarded as effective. Some of the

most common characteristics included ‘‘makes greater demands of students,’’ ‘‘has

more teaching skill,’’ ‘‘has more knowledge of subject matter,’’ and ‘‘has better

discipline.’’ This approach to establishing the knowledge domain for effective

teaching eventually moved from using the feedback of students to using the

opinions of experts on teaching. During the 1920s, the top six attributes of an

effective teacher were considered to be good judgment, self-control, considerate-

ness, enthusiasm, magnetism, and adaptability. By 1930, the list of common

attributes had been revised to include cooperation (helpfulness, loyalty), personal

magnetism, personal appearance, breadth and intensity, considerateness, and

leadership. It is important to note that all of these lists characterized teachers

perceived as effective. In no instance was any evidence gathered to document that

teachers possessing the listed characteristics were actually more effective in helping

students achieve educational goals. Consequently, there was a call for more sound

research from which a knowledge base for teacher education programs could be

derived.

Methods of Teaching

The intuitive recognition that what a teacher does is far more important than what a

teacher is (as a person, for example) gave direction to those wishing to establish a

reliable knowledge base for teacher education. It was agreed that what a student in a

preservice program needs to learn is not what he/she should be, but what he/she

must do in order to be effective. This notion lead to a series of what were known as

‘‘methods experiments.’’ In a typical ‘‘experiment’’ two or more classes were taught

using different methods and the mean gains in knowledge of the classes were

compared to establish the relative effectiveness of the teaching methods. The results

of this type of research were mixed and inconclusive. In retrospect, it appears that

most of these investigations suffered from a particularly fatal flaw. That is, they

were designed to use the student as the unit of analysis as opposed to the teacher.

Consequently, no valid generalizations to teachers other than those actually

participating in the investigation could be made. Still, such investigations continue.

Process–Product Research

By the 1960s it had become clear that sound research on teacher effectiveness must

focus on both teacher behavior and on pupil learning. The focus of this research was
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not on teacher characteristics, but on stable behavior patterns that have been referred

to as ‘‘teaching styles’’ or ‘‘dimensions of classroom climate.’’ The assumed

importance of stability was critical to this approach of establishing a knowledge

base for effective teaching. Teachers’ behaviors were observed on random

occasions and the researchers searched for patterns of behavior that were stable

across observations. These patterns were then correlated with student achievement

as measured by a variety of standardized assessments. In addition to educators being

able to establish, for the first time, a link between teacher behavior and student

learning it was also noted that many of the behavior patterns could be taught to

teachers and/or modified in certain ways. The patterns of teacher behavior and

classroom climate initially identified as distinguishing effective and ineffective

teachers included clarity, variability, enthusiasm, task-oriented or businesslike,

criticism, teacher indirectness, student opportunity to learn criterion materials, and

use of structuring comments.

Although process–product research can produce, and has produced, reliable

information for use in the development of teacher education programs, it is not

without some significant problems. First, although this approach to research was

based on naturally occurring correlations, effective teaching was determined

through an act of synthesis by the investigator in which the individual behaviors

associated with learning were aggregated (across time and context) into a new

composite. There was little evidence that any observed teacher had ever performed

the collective pattern of behaviors specified in the composite. Second, and probably

more important, process–product research was openly empirical and non-theoret-

ical. It simply focused on what worked rather than on why it worked. It was often

described as an engineering perspective to teaching and research on teaching as

opposed to a scientific approach.

Competencies

In the late 1960s and early 1970s process–product research fell into disfavor relative

to a new model for teacher education known as competency-based or performance-

based teacher education. This model assumed that the effective teacher differs from

the ineffective teacher primarily because he/she has command of a larger repertoire

of competencies, skills, abilities, knowledge, etc. that contribute to effective

teaching. The list of such competencies was viewed as being extremely large and

that no one individual needs to possess them all. The model allowed for a variety of

ways to be an effective teacher, while still maintaining that there was at least a small

core of competencies that all teachers should possess. Competencies were viewed

very differently from the stylistic behaviors of the process–product research. A

competency is used only under certain circumstances as opposed to being stable

across all contexts. The ability to ask higher-order questions is a competency, clarity

is not. There are times when higher-order questions are inappropriate, but there is no

time when clarity is not appropriate. This approach to establishing a knowledge base

for effective teaching took into account teacher behavior as well as when, and why,

they behave as they do.
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Professional Decision-Making

Although it could easily be argued that the model of the effective teacher as a

professional decision-maker is part of the previously described competency model,

there is some use in delineating it as a separate phase in efforts to establish a

knowledge base for effective teaching. Most of the early research within the

competency model did not focus to a large degree on teachers’ appropriate use of

competencies. Indeed, there are those who would say that the competency approach

really was not clearly distinguishable from process–product research. However,

during the early 1970s there was a clear movement toward the importance of

discerning why a teacher chose to make the decisions he/she chose during the pre-

instructional, instructional, and post-instructional phases of teaching. Teachers

make numerous decisions every minute during teaching and may make almost as

many while planning instruction and following instruction. In this perspective the

effective teacher was viewed as an expert decision-maker and the focus of research

was on trying to find out how teachers made such decisions and whether these

decision-making abilities could be developed in beginning and practicing teachers.

As a consequence, the effective teacher seemed to be particularly skilled in making

decisions regarding the maintenance of the learning environment, use of pupil time,

and methods of instruction. This approach to establishing a knowledge base, as well

as the five preceding approaches, was clearly problematic to Lee Shulman as he

studied the process of medical reasoning in the mid 1970s. One finding of his

research was that clinical problem solving was domain specific as opposed to the

prevailing medical lore that assumed a general trait of diagnostic acumen. He

subsequently used what he had learned during his study of physicians while

pondering the development of measures to be used in the evaluation of teachers

during the early 1980s. It became clear to Shulman that, in an effort to distinguish

between effective and ineffective teachers across all contexts, the subject matter

being taught gradually was ignored as a variable, either in terms of the teachers’

knowledge or students’ processing of new ideas.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) was initially described as the ‘‘missing

paradigm,’’ when it was unveiled as the focus of Shulman’s ‘‘Knowledge Growth in

Teaching’’ research program at Stanford University. The primary purpose of the

PCK construct was to bring disciplinary knowledge back into the equation of what it

takes to become an effective teacher. Shulman and his colleagues believed that

research on teaching and teacher education programs had become too ‘‘generic.’’

The idea that a teacher must be well-versed in his/her subject matter is not earth

shattering. But, Shulman was talking about much more. It was readily admitted that

there was no such thing as the expert pedagogue, the prevailing idea that if you

could teach one subject you could teach any subject. It was also readily admitted

that just because one is an expert in subject matter, it does not follow that this

individual will be an expert teacher of that subject matter. What was seminal in
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Shulman’s initial formulations was the contention that the expert 10th grade biology

teacher possessed a domain of knowledge that neither the expert in pedagogy or the

expert in biology possessed. This individual had very specialized knowledge that

enabled him/her to represent the subject matter in the 10th grade curriculum in a

manner that was readily understood by 10th grade biology students. This knowledge

(the pedagogical aspects of subject matter) was called PCK. Shulman’s original

formulation, that totally changed how teacher education is viewed, was a

combination of six domains of knowledge: pedagogical knowledge, subject matter

knowledge, curricular knowledge, knowledge of students, knowledge of schools,

and PCK (to which some have expanded upon). PCK was considered to be a

separate domain of knowledge that was derived from the interaction of the other five

knowledge domains.

In the past, concerns about subject matter typically correlated broad and indirect

measures of teachers’ subject matter knowledge (e.g., degrees earned, GPA, courses

taken) with some measure of teaching effectiveness (e.g., students’ scores on

standardized achievement tests). The knowledge base being developed under the

rubric of PCK took a very different approach. Research now focused on detailed

information about teachers’ subject matter goals to be pursued with students,

content selection and representation choices made during the development of

instructional plans, and the PCK underlying these decisions. The emphasis was no

longer limited to what teachers know about their subject, but it was expanded to

include what they wanted students to know, and how they proposed to facilitate the

development of student understanding. Additional research has more recently

focused on how teachers’ decisions about what and how to teach are determined by

teachers’ beliefs about the subject matter.

As a consequence of the recognition of the importance of PCK, the teacher

education community has generated a knowledge base that clearly identifies the

intimate relationship between the nature of subject matter, knowledge and

perceptions about subject matter, and the teaching of the subject matter. Numerous

investigations have clearly indicated very complex interactions between subject

matter and pedagogy. The result has been a proliferation of subject-specificity in the

education of both beginning and practicing teachers. The emerging research no

longer made tenable the idea that the professional development of teachers was

generic. How one learns to teach is directly influenced by the individual’s

knowledge of and perceptions of subject matter. Furthermore, the knowledge and

perceptions are directly influenced by considerations of how to teach the subject

matter as well as the actual act of teaching. This current focus of research on

teaching (i.e., PCK and the other five domains of knowledge critical for teachers’

success) have been credited with professionalizing teaching and providing the

knowledge base to productively reform how we educate teachers.

The emergence of subject-specificity as important in teacher education dramat-

ically increased the various approaches to teacher education and research on teacher

education. Few individuals can claim expertise in the various programs and

requirements for preservice science teachers in their own country, let alone

preservice science teacher education in other countries. Unfortunately, there are

virtually no summaries of international science teacher education available in any
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single source. The purpose of this special issue of JSTE is to present a current

review of how science teacher education is approached globally.

In particular, prominent science teacher educators from six continents were asked

to provide an overview of science teacher education in their local continent. All

continents (i.e., Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and South America) are

represented except Antarctica. Try as we did, the penguins we know could not be

convinced of the importance of science teacher education and tended to take the

position that knowledge and behavior was all genetically programmed. Sounds a bit

like the presage conception of effective teaching. The author(s) representing each

continent were asked to provide a general description of science teacher education

across their respective continent, a discussion of the successes, and a discussion of

the challenges.

It is important to note that we are not under the illusion that any definitive and

comprehensive view of science teacher education throughout the world could be

presented in the pages of a single issue of JSTE. To do such, would require at least

one individual from each country in each continent. Even in a single continent with

no separate countries (e.g., Australia) the space available in a single journal issue is

prohibitive. So, let us say upfront that there will no doubt be some readers of this

special issue who feel their particular country or locale is not adequately discussed

or maybe not discussed at all. For example, how could specific attention possibly be

given to each country in Europe in the space provided? Consequently, each

continent-specific article generally focuses on several representative countries

within the continent, as opposed to detailed discussion of every country. We feel

there is significant value in providing a reasonable overview of science teacher

education around the world. As much as we are different, we also have some very

similar successes and problems. It is our sincere hope that this special issue will

serve to begin a healthy dialogue about the various issues related to science teacher

education around the world. Looking outward is often a better source for solutions

than just looking inward.

Just to get the discussion going, here are some questions to think about as you

read the articles in this issue and compare preservice science teacher education

across the world:

What is an appropriate balance of subject matter and pedagogy?

Is there any value in ‘‘generic’’ pedagogy courses?

Should a teaching license be specific to each science or should preservice teachers

simply be licensed in science?

What is the role and appropriateness of the interplay between public policy and

academic practice in the development of science teacher education program

requirements?
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